Our client is a global enterprise with core competencies in the Life Science fields of health care and
agriculture.
The position of

Head of Commissioning & Qualification, Leverkusen (m/f/d)
is responsible for efficient and effective C&Q planning and execution within in the respective CapEx
project portfolio together with a team of 11 Q&C Leads.















Major Duties of Position
You lead, coach and develop a team of Commissioning and Qualification (C&Q) Lead Engineers
You support strategic capital investment projects for the divisions of the company in the area of
C&Q
Moreover, you manage internal stakeholders and external partners to foster trust, cross-functional
collaboration and ensure common goals as one team for efficient and effective C&Q delivery
You foster internal and external knowledge-sharing for C&Q, also by assuming the role as C&Q
Lead or C&Q Subject Matter Expert to ensure successful investment project delivery
Additionally, you strive for continuous improvements of C&Q related processes to increase the efficiency in our projects globally
Who you are
Bachelor / Master’s degree or PhD in engineering or a related field
You already gained long-standing, professional experience in the field of capital investment projects
and have a related C&Q expertise
Knowledge of related industry and authority guidelines (e.g., Annex 1, ICH Q9, ISPE) as well as
pharmaceutical manufacturing technologies, equipment and facilities respective
Fluent English and German skills both written and spoken
You have strong interpersonal leadership skills, a passion for people development and the willingness to challenge the status quo towards innovative and digital C&Q processes
Intercultural experiences and competences are preferred
Demonstrated leadership skills in forming and motivating teams and systematic team development
Do you feel attracted by this position? We kindly ask you to apply in full confidentiality in English,
with resumee and list of key competences.
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